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Abstract

Objectives: To evaluate the therapeutic potential of repetitive transcranial magnetic stimulation (rTMS) for Parkinson's disease (PD) by

delivering stimulation at higher intensity and frequency over longer time than in previous research. Promising bene®cial effects on movement

during or after rTMS have been reported.

Methods: Ten patients with idiopathic PD were enrolled in a randomized crossover study comparing active versus sham rTMS to the

supplementary motor area (SMA). Assessments included reaction and movement times (RT/MT), quantitative spiral analysis, timed motor

performance tests, United Parkinson's Disease Rating Scale (UPDRS), patient self-report and guess as to stimulation condition.

Results: Two of 10 patients could not tolerate the protocol. Thirty to 45 min following stimulation, active rTMS as compared with sham

stimulation worsened spiral drawing (P � 0:001) and prolonged RT in the most affected limb (P � 0:030). No other signi®cant differences

were detected.

Conclusions: We sought clinically promising improvement in PD but found subclinical worsening of complex and preparatory movement

following rTMS to SMA. These results raise safety concerns regarding the persistence of dysfunction induced by rTMS while supporting the

value of rTMS as a research tool. Studies aimed at understanding basic mechanisms and timing of rTMS effects are needed. q 2001 Elsevier

Science Ireland Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Open studies have found substantial clinical improve-

ment in patients with Parkinson's disease (PD) lasting up

to 3 months following repetitive transcranial magnetic

stimulation (rTMS) (Pascual-Leone et al., 1995; Mally

and Stone, 1999). In a controlled study improvement was

found following rTMS but was of uncertain clinical signi®-

cance (Siebner et al., 1999a). Improvement in motor perfor-

mance as tested during stimulation was reported with active

but not sham stimulation of the primary motor cortex in

patients with PD (Pascual-Leone et al., 1994a), but these

results were not reproduced in a larger replicative study

(Ghabra et al., 1999).

A suggested mechanism to account for these changes is

modulation of cortical excitability. Enhancement of cortical

excitability by high-frequency rTMS is supported by an

increase in amplitude of motor evoked potentials with

rTMS (Pascual-Leone et al., 1994b), by persistent focal

metabolic activation on PET following rTMS (Siebner et

al., 2000), and by facilitation of picture naming following

high-frequency rTMS (20 Hz) to Wernicke's area (Motta-

ghy et al., 1999). Persistent focal activation to the dorsolat-

eral pre-frontal cortex is thought to underlie the promising,

if inconsistent, clinical trial data suggesting therapeutic ef®-

cacy of rTMS in major depression (George et al., 1999).

Electrophysiological (Cunnington et al., 1997) and some

metabolic imaging (Eidelberg et al., 1994) studies suggest

that in patients with PD, motor and pre-motor areas of the

cortex, including the supplementary motor area (SMA), are

both tonically underactivated and inadequately reactive to

meet the needs of normal movement. In an attempt to maxi-
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mize facilitatory effects, we delivered stimuli at a higher

intensity and frequency and over longer time than in

previous reports. We stimulated the SMA because of its

key role in motor planning and processing (Goldberg,

1985; Brust, 1996), and because it is possible to deliver

stimuli at intensities above the motor threshold to this area

without inducing limb twitches.

2. Methods

Patients had mild to moderate (Hoehn and Yahr stage II±

III) degrees of idiopathic PD by standardized criteria (Lang-

ston et al., 1992). Patients with signs or symptoms of atypi-

cal Parkinsonian syndromes, serious medical problems,

implanted devices, brain disease other than PD, or a perso-

nal history of seizures were excluded. Patients gave written

informed consent for the study, which was approved by the

Institutional Review Boards of Columbia-Presbyterian

Medical Center and the New York State Psychiatric Insti-

tute. Patients took no dopaminergic medication for at least

12 h prior to each session. All patients received active and

sham stimulations at least 1 week apart and were rando-

mized as to the order of the stimulation condition.

Testing before and after each of the stimulation sessions

included reaction and movement times (RT/MT), spiral

analysis, timed motor performance tests, and the United

Parkinson's Disease Rating Scale (UPDRS). Spiral analysis

and RT/MT were performed 30±45 min before and after

rTMS, while timed motor tasks and UPDRS were assessed

immediately before and after rTMS. During stimulation

patients performed ®nger and foot tapping tasks. Addition-

ally, patients' judgements as to their own improvement or

worsening and their best guess as to the treatment condition

were gathered following each intervention and associated

testing.

2.1. RT/MT

Subjects were seated comfortably in front of an eye level

computer monitor that displayed cues indicating which of

two targets on a touch pad they should touch. The touch

pads for hands and feet were located at desk and ¯oor levels.

Cues and targets were displayed to the left and right of the

center (resting) position. Approximately 80 trials were

collected for each limb.

RT and MT data were averaged for each testing session.

Analyses were conducted off-line and trials were automati-

cally rejected if RT was less than 100 ms (indicating antici-

patory movement) or more than 1000 ms (indicating

inattention), or if MT was less than 50 ms or greater than

3000 ms. Data were analyzed in terms of both average limb

performance and performance of the most affected limb.

2.2. Spiral analysis

The technique of spiral analysis is detailed elsewhere

(Pullman, 1998). To summarize, subjects drew Archime-

dean spirals with a writing pen held in the normal fashion,

without constraints, on a paper overlying a digitizing tablet

(Kurta Corporation, Phoenix, AZ, USA). The tablet has a

resolution of 100 points/mm with an accuracy of ^0.127

mm, an output rate of 210 Hz, and 256 levels of measurable

pressure. Ten spirals were collected from each hand, and all

tracings were monitored on-line for error control. Spiral

data for each hand were averaged for each patient.

The degree of severity (DOS) is a rating of spiral drawing

impairment and re¯ects spiral smoothness, symmetry and

regularity. The DOS takes into account point by point

execution of the spiral as well as measurement of the

whole spiral. DOS is extracted from quanti®ed spiral data

based on a series of mathematical indices. Severity scoring

is based on the results of regression from a large sample of

PD patient spiral data ranked by expert movement disorder

physicians using a 0±4 modi®ed UPDRS. The DOS has been

validated against expert ratings (r2 � 0:91, P , 0:001)

(Pullman, 1998) based on a sample including patients with

PD, dystonia, and age- and sex-matched control subjects.

2.3. Timed tests of walking and hand pronation/supination,

UPDRS motor scale

The walking task was the shorter of two times taken to

stand from sitting, walk 7 m, turn, and return to sit. In the

pronation/supination task, seated subjects tapped their knee

with the alternately pronated and supinated hand. The

shorter of the two trials in which the patient completed 20

pronation/supinations with each hand was the ®nal time.

Average and most affected limb pronation/supination

times were both analyzed. These assessments as well as

the motor subscale of the UPDRS were performed by an

unblinded study neurologist (LSB).

2.4. Subject reports

Subjects rated their clinical change following each of the

stimulations as no change or very much/much/minimally

better or worse. They also provided their best guess as to

the treatment condition received (active or sham).

2.5. Transcranial magnetic stimulation

Repetitive TMS was delivered with a ®gure-of-8 coil

(double 70 mm) using a Magstim Super Rapid (Magstim

Co. Ltd., Dyfed, UK) stimulator which has a maximum ®eld

strength of 2 T. This device delivers biphasic pulses with a

width of approximately 250 ms.

Patients were seated in a dental chair for the intervention.

Protective earplugs were used during stimulation. Stimulus

intensity dosing for SMA stimulation was calculated from

the hemisphere with the lower motor threshold. Resting

motor threshold was determined from the optimal site for

®rst dorsal interosseous (FDI) stimulation and was de®ned

as the minimum intensity that produced 5 motor evoked
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potentials of $50 mV amplitude on 10 consecutive trials of

single pulse TMS.

The site for SMA stimulation was determined as follows:

stimuli of 150% FDI motor threshold were given over Cz

according to the 10±20 system and then moving anteriorly

along the sagittal midline in 1 cm increments until a twitch

was seen to either leg. Repetitive stimulation was delivered

1 cm anterior to the last site from which a leg twitch could

be evoked.

Repetitive TMS was given at up to 110% of patients'

motor threshold (or highest tolerated) and at a frequency

of 10 Hz. Forty 5 s trains were given over 40 min for a

total of 2000 pulses per session. We attempted to maximize

stimulation parameters, while not exceeding recommended

safety guidelines (Wassermann, 1998). Safety monitoring

during stimulation included continuous EEG (C3 or C4)

and EMG (biceps and tibialis anterior). Sham stimulation

was performed as above, but so as not to induce intracer-

ebral current the coil was angled at 908 perpendicular to the

head with one wing of the ®gure-of-8 in contact with the

scalp (Lisanby et al., 1998). The order of sham versus active

rTMS sessions was randomized across patients.

2.6. Intrastimulation testing

During the stimulation session several ®nger and foot

tapping tasks were performed before, during, and after indi-

vidual trains of pulses according to a standardized protocol.

Evaluation was qualitative. The neurologist holding the

stimulation coil observed but did not comment on perfor-

mance. Patient comments were noted but not solicited.

2.7. Data analysis

Analysis of variance (ANOVA) for repeated measures

was performed for each dependent variable using StatView

4.5. Time (pre-/post-stimulation) and stimulation condition

(active/sham) were the variables examined. The effects of

the order of the stimulus condition and having received the

full 110% stimulation were examined as between-subject

factors. Contingent on ANOVA signi®cance, paired t tests

for within-subject effects were performed. To evaluate the

possibility of carryover effects from active stimulation

among the 5 patients who received active stimulation ®rst,

we compared baseline scores on the active stimulation day

with scores on the sham stimulation day by paired t test. The

threshold for signi®cance was set at P , 0:05. Reliability of

RT/MT and DOS measures was assessed by the intraclass

correlation coef®cient (ICC).

3. Results

Ten patients were enrolled. Three were in Hoehn and

Yahr stage II, one was in stage II.5 and the remaining 6

were in stage III. There were 4 women and 6 men, with a

mean age of 63.5 years (range 55±77 years), taking an aver-

age of 423 mg (range 100±800 mg) levodopa per day, with 7

patients taking additional agonist therapy. The mean time

from diagnosis was 8.6 years (range 2.2±15 years). The

mean motor UPDRS motor score was 33.2 (range 24±63).

Two of 10 patients did not tolerate the protocol. One of

these patients did not receive any repetitive stimulation, as

single pulse motor studies induced an exaggerated startle

response and marked worsening of tremor. The other patient

who did not ®nish the study completed a ®rst (sham) but not

a second intervention due to intolerance of the `off' state.

In order to minimize the potential confound of under-

going unpleasant stimulation, we did not encourage patients

to accept uncomfortable stimulation intensities. Stimulation

was reduced from 110% of motor threshold in 3 patients due

to scalp discomfort. These patients were comfortable at

lower intensity stimulation at a mean of 72% motor thresh-

old (range 68±78%).

There was a signi®cant interaction between baseline and

post-stimulation DOS scores and stimulation condition due

to worsening with active as compared to sham stimulation

as measured globally (P � 0:004) and for the most affected

limb (P � 0:001) (7 subjects). T tests showed that global

DOS scores worsened following active stimulation

(P � 0:022) while there was no change with sham stimula-

tion. In the most affected limb DOS worsened with active

stimulation (P � 0:038) and improvement following sham

stimulation approached signi®cance (P � 0:053). There

were no between-subject effects on these measures for the

order of the stimulation condition or tolerance of 110%

motor threshold stimulation. Individual and mean results

for DOS are shown in Fig. 1A.

In our evaluation of the 5 patients who received active

stimulation ®rst we found a trend towards persistent worsen-

ing of DOS comparing baseline DOS prior to any interven-

tion with DOS on the morning of the second session more

than a week later. This trend was observed in the global

measure (P � 0:089) and in the most affected limb (P�
0.084). The mean interval between stimulation sessions was

1.6 weeks (range 1±3 weeks). Patients who received active

stimulation ®rst are represented by the solid bars in Fig. 1A.

RT data were available for 8 subjects. Among patients

who tolerated 110% motor threshold stimulation there was a

signi®cant prolongation of RT for the most affected limb

with active as compared to sham stimulation (P � 0:030)

(Fig. 1B).

There were no differences between active and sham

rTMS on measures of UPDRS, timed motor tasks, or MT

for all limbs or for the most affected limb alone. These

®ndings were not affected by between-subject comparison

for the order of the stimulation condition or for receiving

110% motor threshold stimulation. Reliability estimates

(ICC) for the global neurophysiological measures were

0.98 for RT, 0.98 for MT, and 0.86 for DOS.

There was no apparent change on intrastimulation

tapping tasks noted by either observers or subjects except

in the case of one patient. This patient reported intrastimu-
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lation improvement in hand rigidity with both active and

sham stimulation. No patient reported more than minimal

clinical change following either active or sham stimulation.

Individual patients did not report the same changes with

each of their treatments, but overall with each condition 4

patients noted minimal improvement, 3 reported no change,

and one reported minimal worsening. After their ®rst treat-

ment, 5 of 9 patients guessed correctly whether the treat-

ment was active or sham. Following the second treatment all

8 patients correctly guessed the treatment condition.

4. Discussion

The major ®nding of this study was worsening of motor

performance on spiral drawing with active rTMS to the

SMA of patients with PD. Furthermore, there was an

increase in RT among those who received the full 110%

intensity stimulation. One patient had noticeable worsening

of tremor with single pulse TMS to the motor cortex, a

problem also described in a previous study (Ghabra et al.,

1999). Disruption of the complex motor task of spiral draw-

ing and the preparatory phase of movement (RT) with

preservation of MT is consistent with speci®c physiologic

disturbance of SMA (Cunnington et al., 1996; Gerloff et al.,

1997). Cunnington et al. (1996) have previously described

disruption of movement with single pulse TMS delivered in

the motor preparatory stage in PD. Our results suggest that

such intrastimulation disruptions induced by rTMS can

persist.

While our sample was small, the neurophysiological

measures were extremely precise and reliable

(r � 0:86±0:98) and thus highly sensitive. We do not believe

that the ultimately ineffective blind explains these ®ndings as

patients could not guess their treatment condition at the ®rst

stimulation session and there was no effect of order on

results. Further, the isolated nature and direction of the ®nd-

ings do not suggest that our results are due to the inadequate

blind. The trend toward DOS improvement in the most

affected limb following sham stimulation most likely repre-

sented a practice effect not evident with active stimulation.

While some patients did not tolerate the intended 110%

motor threshold stimulation, the actual stimulation intensity

required to stimulate SMA or other non-motor areas is

unknown. Several studies have demonstrated effects on

motor and language performance with stimulation below

motor threshold (Mottaghy et al., 1999; Siebner et al.,

1999a,b; Rollnik et al., 2000). It might be suggested that

our results are based on disruption of cognitive rather than

motor processes. However, while cognitive effects of TMS

have been shown during stimulation (Pascual-Leone et al.,

1991; Mottaghy et al., 2000), several studies have demon-

strated no deleterious effects of rTMS on performance of

neuropsychological tests before and after rTMS (Pascual-

Leone et al., 1993; Wassermann et al., 1996; Little et al.,

2000).

L.S. Boylan et al. / Clinical Neurophysiology 112 (2001) 259±264262

Fig. 1. Spiral drawing impairment and RT in the most affected limb before and after active and sham rTMS to the SMA in patients with PD. (A) DOS scores

(n � 7). Increasing DOS scores re¯ect worsening of spiral drawing. Solid lines represent patients who received active stimulation ®rst. Among those who

received active stimulation ®rst there was a non-signi®cant trend for persistently worsened DOS measured a week or more following active stimulation. (B) RT

scores (n � 8). Solid lines represent patients who tolerated stimulation at 110% motor threshold intensity. Patients represented by dotted lines were given lower

intensity stimulation (mean 72%, range 68±78%). There was a signi®cant increase in RT among those who received the full 110% intensity stimulation. SMA,

supplementary motor area; DOS, degree of severity of spiral impairment by quantitative spiral analysis. The score is 0±4 UPDRS format (normal to most

severely impaired). Error bars represent the mean ^ SE. *P � 0:030, **P � 0:001 (ANOVA).



To our knowledge, effects of rTMS on cognitive or motor

performance as late as 30 min following stimulation have

been found in only one other study. In this study perfor-

mance on a task switching test performed 1 h following

stimulation varied depending on the site of stimulation (J.

Grafman, pers. commun.). A recent study found decreased

cortical excitability as measured by MEP size 30 min

following low-frequency rTMS without effects on basic

motor behavior (Muellbacher et al., 2000). Non-behavioral

late effects have been demonstrated in decreased MEP size

as late as 2 days following stimulation (Maeda et al.,

2000b). In animal studies an increased amygdalar after-

discharge threshold was found 2 weeks following a single

20 Hz train of rTMS (Ebert and Ziemann, 1999). We found

a trend towards persistently worsened DOS more than 1

week following stimulation among those for whom we

had such data. While concerning, these data should be

cautiously interpreted as both the effect and the sample

size were small.

We chose high-frequency rTMS in order to facilitate

SMA function. It has been suggested that low-frequency

rTMS is inhibitory while higher frequencies have facilita-

tory effects (Pascual-Leone et al., 1994b; Siebner et al.,

1999a). We sought facilitation because there is evidence

for cortical inhibition in PD due to reduced excitation

from thalamocortical projections (DeLong, 1990).

However, the relationship of stimulus frequency to physio-

logic effect remains unclear and, overall, disruption rather

than improvement of behavioral processes has been more

easily demonstrated.

Disturbance of ongoing cognitive and motor tasks has

been demonstrated during high-frequency rTMS (Gerloff

et al., 1997; Mottaghy et al., 2000; Pascual-Leone et al.,

1991) and facilitation of ®nger tapping has been demon-

strated with 1 Hz rTMS (Wassermann et al., 1996). On

the other hand, a study examining the effect of various

rTMS frequencies on patients with PD found no change

using frequencies from 1 to 20 Hz (Tergau et al., 1999).

Effects of TMS at any frequency, even when given to the

same brain region, will likely differ between and among

healthy subjects and those with different diseases (Cunning-

ton et al., 1996; Pascual-Leone et al., 1991; Siebner et al.,

1999b; Maeda et al., 2000a). Also, enhanced function will

not necessarily be associated with increased cortical excit-

ability just as dysfunction will not always represent cortical

inhibition. For example, improvements in writing among

patients with writer's cramp were associated with enhanced

intracortical inhibition on TMS paired-pulse studies (Sieb-

ner et al., 1999b). Stimulated areas are parts of complex

neural networks and rTMS affects both local and distant

parts of such networks (Paus et al., 1997).

In the case of this study, the complex effects of rTMS

produced subtle and persistent adverse effects. Unfortu-

nately, neither this study nor other controlled studies have

demonstrated clinically relevant bene®t for rTMS in PD.

Our study demonstrates the research use of rTMS as a

probe of brain function. However, our results also show that

subtle regional disruption can persist over 30 min following

rTMS and this raises safety concerns. Better de®nition of the

time course of such changes is important. A ®nal caveat is

that while sham-controlled, within-subject comparisons

with rTMS are an attractive and ef®cient research tool, the

blind may be inadequate.
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